1. It’s a

pig
rabbit
bird

15. one- two-three- four-five
16. five- ten- eleven- nine

2. My name start by
3. basketball - football- baseball
one
4. I see two
three

17. I would like ___________
_________________________
18. One –two- three- four- five

elephants
20. One –two- three- four- five

5. Pig – cow- bird

22.

1- 2- 3- 4- 5- 6- 7- 8 -9

23. seven- eight- nine-ten7. It’s about

bell
Cars
words

24. two- three- four- five- six

8. five- six- seven- eight
25. three- four-five- six- seven
10. grey- red- green- brown
11. one- two- three- four- five

26. One –two- three- four- five

12. grey- pink-green- yellow

27. ten- eleven- twelve-

13. potatoes- salad- tomatoes- carots

28. seven- eight- nine- ten
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1. Fred is the class pet . Can you guess what kind of animal is it? It’s a rabbit.
2. Look at the alphabet chart. What letter does your name start with? My name start by ________
3. What sport would you play with the wall in this room? Basketball
4. Elephants live in Africa and Asia. How many elephants do you see? I see two elephants.
5. Many chickens live on farms. What other animals here might live on a farm? Pig.
6. Whales live in the ocean. What other animals shown here also live in the water? Octopus
7. There is an open book on the chair. What do you think it is about? It is about cars.
8. How many headsets do you see for the listenings station? Six
9. Which book on this page do you think is about baseball?
10. What color do you get if you mix blue and yellow paint? Green
11. Which pictures on the wall are made from cut paper? Two pictures
12. There is a paintbrush in a cup of water on the table. What color paint was on the brush? Pink
13. What would you feed to Fred? Carots
14. Using your finger, can you find your way to the star at the center of the maze
15. What number did the spinner land on? number four
16. What fruits do you see here? Five + five= ten/ 17 Which of the foods shown here would you pack in your own lunch box? I would like
18. How many types of pasta can you count? Two types.
19. Someone left a baseball cap outside. Can you find it?
20. How many balls do you see? Three.
21. What colors are the jump ropes? yellow, blue and brown.
22. One number missing from the puzzle on the table. Can you find it? Six/ 23. If you are counting by twos which number comes after six?
Eight/ 24. How many triangular blocks do you see on the table? Five
25. Which of these instruments do you blow into? Four / 26. How many instruments shown her have strings? 4
27. Which of these instruments would you shake and rattle? 12
28. Someone brought in a sensshell collection. How many shells ) can you count? Eight.
29. Which of these things are gold? A cup
How many animals do you see?

